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Abstract. accessing ready-made corpora may not be always easy. This is especially true for less dominant 
languages such as Persian for which the number of available corpora is very limited. Moreover, most 
existing corpora are domain specific, which implies that they supply a limited range of genres and text 
types. They, thus, may not always contain the information the translator is looking for. Drawing on 
the world wide web as a big corpus, however, is not subject to such limitations. The web, in fact, 
can be considered as a very large multilingual corpus containing texts in almost all languages and all 
text types. The present paper reports the results obtained from a collaborative experience in which 
undergraduate English translation students from the Department of translation Studies of allameh 
tabataba’i University made use of Google search engine and webascorpus web concordancer to extract 
translationally-relevant data from the web.
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Interneto kaip tekstyno ištekliai vertimui 
Santrauka. tekstynai vertimo praktikoje naudojami plačiai, bet jų vis dar nėra tiek, kad būtų paten-
kinami įvairūs vertėjų poreikiai. Be to, rečiau vartojamų kalbų tekstynų apskritai trūksta – persų kalba 
nėra išimtis. Nors pastaraisiais metais tekstynų sukurta jau nemažai, dauguma apsiriboja kokia nors 
konkrečia temine sritimi, o žanrų ir tekstų įvairovė labai menka. todėl vertėjai susiduria su informaci-
jos paieškos problemomis, kurių neišsprendus kenčia jų darbo kokybė. Vienas iš galimų šių problemų 
sprendimo būdų – atsigręžti į pasaulinį interneto tinklą (World Wide Web), kuris gali būti naudojamas 
kaip didžiulis daugiakalbis tekstynas. Jo kalbų ir visų tekstų tipų ištekliai beveik neriboti. Straipsnyje 
pristatoma allameh tabataba’i universiteto Vertimo studijų katedros anglų kalbos vertimo programos 
studentų patirtis naudojant Google paieškos sistemą ir webascorpus internetinę konkordanciją vertimui 
reikalingų duomenų paieškai internete.
Pagrindiniai žodžiai: tekstynai, Google paieškos variklis, tekstynų panaudojimas vertime, webascorpus, 
vertėjų rengimas
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1. Introduction
when language corpora first entered translation Studies as a discipline, their 
application was limited to the research on the language of translation and its distinctive 
features (Baker 1993). In fact, corpora were primarily used by translation scholars to 
investigate whether and to what extent translated texts differ from either their source 
texts or from non-translated texts in target language and they eventually lead to “a 
better understanding of translation phenomenon and helped raise awareness of what is 
involved in translating” (Zanettin, Bernardini, Stewart 2003, 3). 
Over time language corpora found their way into other areas within the discipline. 
For instance, corpora of different types were used in studies on translation universals 
(Baker 1993), translator’s style and ideology (Baker 2000) and translation evaluation 
(Bowker 2000). another area which has greatly enjoyed the benefits of corpora in 
recent years is translator education. In the context of translation classrooms, corpora 
came to be appreciated as valuable tools for both learners and teachers. corpora, 
among other things, were shown to enhance learner’s source text understanding 
(Bowker 1998), their understanding of specialized terms (Gavioli & Zanettin 1997) 
and their knowledge of different text types (López-rodríguez and tercedor-Sánchez 
2008). They also proved useful in providing the student translators with unpredictable 
and incidental learning (aston, 1999; Zanettin, 2001). Last but not least, corpora were 
shown to enhance translation student’s confidence (Varantola 2003; Monzo 2003) and 
autonomy (Bowker 2002). 
2. why the web, Not corpora?
as the body of literature on corpora reviewed above shows, corpora have a lot to offer to 
translators. There are, however, certain practical problems regarding the use of corpora 
by translators. First, the number of existing corpora is limited and the available corpora 
are mostly limited to a few dominant languages. a translator translating into English, 
for instance, can easily enjoy the benefits of freely searchable online English corpora 
such as BNc (British national corpus)1 and collins wordbanks Online English corpus2, 
while a translator translating into an under-resourced language such as Persian would 
face a different scenario. In fact, there is simply no freely searchable corpus of the 
Persian language available to online users. Second, most existing corpora are domain 
specific and supply a limited range of genres and text types (Fujii 2007). The existing 
corpora, thus, cannot be used for translation of all text types and genres. Third, the 
1  http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
2  http://www.collins.co.uk/corpus/corpusSearch.aspx
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existing corpora may not always contain the exact information the translator is looking 
for. In fact, even a very large specialized corpus may not always contain the information 
needed to translate texts on the respective specialized subject. 
Drawing on the world wide web as a big corpus, however, is not subject to 
such limitations. The web, in fact, can be considered as a very large multilingual 
corpus containing texts in almost all languages and all text types. apart from that, it 
is available to users around the world. Nevertheless, to see whether the web can really 
provide translators with the benefits associated with using corpora in translation, it is 
necessary to first discuss the nature of the web as a big corpus. 
3. Is the web really a Big corpus? 
There are mixed ideas about the nature of the web as a big corpus. while some scholars 
persistently stress the benefits of the web as a big corpus, there are others who still 
question the nature of the world wide web as a real corpus. 
according to Sinclair (2005, 1), “[a] corpus is a remarkable thing, not so much 
because it is a collection of language text, but because of the properties that it acquires 
if it is well-designed and carefully-constructed”. He further clearly attacks the notion 
of the web as a corpus by stating that “the world wide web is not a corpus, because 
its dimensions are unknown and constantly changing, and because it has not been 
designed from a linguistic perspective (ibid: 15). Despite such negative views about 
the nature of the web as a corpus, the number of researches dealing with the use of the 
web as a big corpus has increased in recent years. as Gatto (2009, 8) states, 
“Notwithstanding doubts concerning the hypothesis of using the web as a corpus, made 
explicit by one of the founding fathers of contemporary corpus linguistics, linguists from 
all over the world have been increasingly turning their attention to the web not only as 
a source of language text for the creation of conventional (well designed and carefully 
constructed) corpora, but also as a corpus in its own right.”
She further continues, “today web itself seems to claim the right of being considered 
as a corpus by virtue of its very nature as a collection of machine readable and searchable 
authentic texts, thus opening up new perspectives and offering new challenges” (2009, 
8). Kilgarriff and Grefenstette (2003, 2) define corpus as “a collection of texts when 
considered as an object of language or literary study” and argue that the web can 
definitely be considered as a big corpus by this definition.
to be able to provide a convincing answer to the question on the nature of the 
web as a big corpus, the following section is devoted to a comparison between the 
idiosyncrasies of the web and the features of corpora. Following the approach adopted 
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by Kilgarriff and Grefenstette (2003) and Gileva (2005), the definition put forward by 
McEnery and wilson (1996) is used as the point of departure. according to McEnery 
and wilson (1996, 21),
“In principle, any collection of more than one text can be called a corpus. . . But the 
term “corpus” when used in the context of modern linguistics tends most frequently 
to have more specific connotations than this simple definition provides for. These may 
be considered under four main headings: sampling and representativeness, finite size, 
machine-readable form, a standard reference.”
Though having finite size has been mentioned by McEnery and wilson as one of 
the main characteristics of corpora (1996), not all corpora conform to this feature. a 
Monitor corpus defined by Meyer (2002, 15) as “a large corpus that is not static and 
fixed but that is constantly being updated”, for instance, does not conform to this 
feature. Monitor corpora are in fact open-ended corpora with texts constantly added 
to them. Such corpora are dynamic in the sense that new texts are constantly added to 
them and old texts are transferred to archives as new texts are put into the corpus. The 
web, in fact, resembles a monitor corpus in that it is an open-ended collection of texts 
with new texts constantly added to it.
Sampling and representativeness is another feature of corpora based on the definition 
put forward by McEnery and wilson (1996). Not all corpora, however, have this 
feature. as Gileva (2005, 5) states, “It is indeed true that many of the corpora used for 
literary, linguistic or language-technology studies do not fit into the McEnery-wilson 
definition, especially in the part “sampling and representativeness”.  Kilgarriff and 
Grefenstette (2003) too disagree with this feature being one of the main characteristics 
of corpora. according to them, the definition put forward by McEnery and wilson 
(1996) answers the question “what is a good corpus?”, not “what is a corpus?”. 
another basic feature of corpora, as explained by McEnery and wilson (1996), is 
that all corpora are in machine readable form and there is no doubt that texts on the web 
are machine readable. The web, thus, definitely shares this feature of corpora.
Last but not least, based on the definition given by McEnery and wilson (1996), 
corpora represent a standard reference to the language varieties they represent. 
regarding this feature of corpora, Gileva (2005, 5) states, “although the web cannot 
really be called a yardstick it may be a very lucrative source of information, which 
structured in an appropriate way, may present a linguistic playground not worse than 
that offered by other well-known corpora”. This argument simply implies that the web 
with its vast amount of data has the potential to provide adequate information about 
the language(s) under study and it is up to users to make the most of online texts to get 
the best answers to their questions.
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Based on the above arguments, we can claim that the web more or less conforms 
to the basic features of corpora and so it can be considered a big corpus. The following 
section elaborates on a collaborative experience in which undergraduate English 
translation students from the Department of translation Studies of allameh tabataba’i 
University made use of Google search engine and webascorpus web concordancer to 
extract translationally-relevant data from the web.
4. Experiment
The present study was carried out at the Department of translation Studies at allameh 
tabataba’i University in tehran, Iran. The course chosen for this study was a two-credit 
course titled ‘translation of Political texts’ which is a compulsory course offered to 
undergraduate translation students in the last semester of their eight semester transla-
tion program. Drawing on the social constructivist approach to translator education 
put forward by Kiraly (2000), our class was based on cooperation, group learning and 
learners’ autonomy. 
Eight sessions were devoted to teaching about and working with the web as a large 
corpus using Google search engine and webascorpus web concordancer3. During the 
first and the second sessions, the concept of the web as a corpus was elaborated on and 
the important search features of the Google search engine, namely phrase search and 
wildcard search were introduced. The third session was wholly devoted to discussion 
about the students’ first experience with the Google Search Engine. During the fourth 
session, after the students shared their second experience with Google search engine, 
a questionnaire on using Google search engine was administrated. In the fifth session, 
after the students were lectured on web concordancers in general and webascorpus in 
particular, they were given an English text to translate into Persian using webascorpus. 
It is necessary to mention that the two search features of webascorpus, namely, simple 
and advanced search features were elaborated on in detail in the class. at the beginning 
of the seventh session, the students shared their second experience with webascorpus, 
following which a questionnaire on using webascorpus was administrated. In the 
eighth session, the groups were asked to translate two English texts, one using the web 
plus dictionaries and glossaries, the other one using just dictionaries and glossaries. 
This practice was done to investigate whether there would be any differences between 
two sets of translation produced, one using dictionaries plus the web and the other one 
using only dictionaries, in terms of their scores. 
3 http://www.kwicfinder.com/searchwac.html
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In order to compensate for possible differences in groups’ translation abilities and 
any potential text-specific difficulties, groups 1, 2 and 3 were asked to translate text a 
using the Internet plus dictionaries and text B using only dictionaries, while groups 
4, 5 and 6 were asked to translate text a using only dictionaries and text B using the 
Internet plus dictionaries. two external raters were then chosen to do the evaluation 
of the students’ translations. The raters were asked to mark the translations according 
to their usual methods of marking the students’ translations. The mean score for each 
translation was then calculated by adding the scores from each rater and dividing it 
by two.  after the mean scores for all Internet-based and dictionary-based translations 
were calculated, the mean scores of translations in the two groups were compared and 
the t test was calculated to see whether the difference between the mean scores of the 
Internet-based translations and the dictionary-based translations was significant or not.
5. Findings and discussion
Findings on Google Search Engine
The subjects’ overall reaction to Google search engine can be described as positive 
with most students showing interest in learning about Google search engine to extract 
translationally-relevant data from the web. 
Based on the findings from our questionnaire, the majority of the subjects indicated 
that they liked using Google search engine to extract translationally-relevant data. 
Nineteen students further stated that they would like to continue using search engines 
for translation purposes. Five students further indicated that consulting relevant Persian 
texts found using Google search engine gave them more confidence in producing their 
translations. In addition, more than 90% of the subjects responded positively to the 
statement indicating that Google search engine must be used along with the resources 
translators normally use. Furthermore, 85% of the subjects responded positively to 
the statement on the usefulness of the Google search engine to extract translationally-
relevant data.
The most common use of the Google search engine for the students, as observed 
by the teacher and noted by the students, was combining the data on the number of 
Google search hits with the contextual data from the online documents to make a 
decision on choosing one equivalence over another. Following this method, the groups 
based their decision on the number of search hits found by Google and then examined 
the contexts in which the terms/phrases in question were used to make sure that they 
were used in the contexts similar to what they had in the respective source texts.  
For instance, two groups opted to use 
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translation, i.e. "یمتا یاه حلاس شرتسگ عنم هدهاعم" . The students further noted that the register and the 
for the English phrase The treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear weapons 
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style of the te ts   "شرتسگ عنم نامیپ یا هتسه یاه حلاس"  was used were closer to the register 
and style of the source text in question.   
Yet, in some instances, the students based their decisions solely on the number of search 
hits found by Google and mentioned that they could not see any meaningful differences in the 
contexts of the terms in question. For example, in choosing between the two possible Persian 
translations for the English term globalization, three groups preferred "ندش یناهج"  over the other 
possible equivalence, i.e. "یزاس یناهج"  which was less frequent on the Web. As the students 
mentioned, they could not see any meaningful differences in the contexts in which the two terms 
were used. In another instance, one group used the number of hits found by Google to make a 
decision in choosing between "دننک لابند ار ......تارکاذم"  and "دننک یرگیپ ار ......تارکاذم"  as translation 
for pursue negotiations. As the group members indicated, the verb "ندرک یریگیپ"  was a more 
common collocate for the noun "تارکاذم"  compared to the other verb, i.e. "ندرک لابند" . Here again 
the group members indicated that they could not notice any meaningful differences in the 
contexts in which "دننک لابند ار ......تارکاذم"   and "دننک یرگیپ ار ......تارکاذم"  were used. 
There was yet another interesting strategy followed by some groups which proved useful. 
Three groups opted to save the relevant texts found on the Web on their computers and refer to 
them while doing their translations. As noted by the students, the texts not only provided them 
with some additional information to better understand the source texts at hand, but also offered 
interesting terminological information. The students further stated that they were able to identify 
interesting translation candidates by going through the texts they had found on the Internet.      
"هتسه ریغ یاهروشک یا"   for non-nuclear-weapon states, "یا هتسه یاهروشک"   for nuclear-weapon 
states, "یا هتسه  تردق جنپ"   for the five acknowledged nuclear-weapon states ,  " یماظنریغ تلایهست
زیمآ حلص"  for peaceful civil facilities and "یتظافحریبادت"  for safeguards are the translation candidates 
the students found following the mentioned method.  
The search features of the Google search engine, namely, the phrase search and the 
wildcard search proved useful to the students too. The groups pointed out that drawing on the 
phrase search and wildcard search, they were able to extract data on translation of certain terms 
and phrases. For instance, one group was able to confirm the Persian term "میقتسم تایلام"  as the 
translation of the English term direct taxation by using the phrase search to examine the context 
in which the Persian term was used. 
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wildcard search proved useful to the students too. The groups pointed out that drawing on the 
phrase search and wildcard search, they were able to extract data on translation of certain terms 
and phrases. For instance, one group was able to confirm the Persian term "میقتسم تایلام"  as the 
translation of the English term direct taxation by using the phrase search to examine the context 
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Yet, in some instances, the students based their decis ons ol y on the number of search 
hits found by Go gle and mentioned that hey could not see any meani gful differ nces in the 
contexts of the terms in question. For xample, in cho sing between he tw  possible Persian 
translations for the English term globaliz tion, three group  pref rred "ندش یناهج"  ov r the othe  
possible equivalence, i.e  "یزاس یناهج"  which was less frequent on he Web. As the student  
me tioned, they could not see any meani gful differ nces in the c nt xts in which the two t ms 
wer  us d. In another instance, one group used the number of hits found by G gle to mak  a 
decis on in cho sing between "دننک لابند ار ......تارکاذم"  and "دننک یرگیپ ار ......تارکاذم"  as translation 
for pursue negotiations. As the group memb rs indicated, the verb "ندرک یریگیپ"  was a more 
com  collocate for the noun "تارکاذم"  pared to the othe verb, i.e "ند  لابند . Her  again 
the group m mbers i dicated that they c uld not notice any meani gful differ nce  in the 
co texts in whi h "دننک لابند ار ...... ارکاذم"   and "دننک یرگیپ ار ......تارکاذم"  wer  used. 
Ther  was yet a other inter sting strategy followed by some groups wh ch p ov d useful. 
Thre  groups opted to save the rel vant exts found on the Web on their computers and ref r to
them while doing th ir translations. As ot d by th  studen s, the texts not only provided m 
with some ad it onal information to better understand the source texts at hand, but also of r d 
int r sting termi ol gical i formation. The students fu ther sta ed that hey wer  able o identify 
inter sting translation candi tes by going through the texts they had found n the Interne .     
"هتسه ریغ یاهروشک یا"   for n-nuclear-w apon sta es, "یا هتسه یاهروشک"   for nucl ar-weapon 
sta s, "یا هتسه  تردق جنپ"   for th  five ack owledged nuclear-weapon sta s ,  "یماظنریغ تلایهست
زیمآ حلص"  for peaceful civil facil t es and "یتظافحریبادت"  for safeguards are the translation c ndi tes 
the students found following the mentioned method.  
The search features of th  Go gle search engine, namely, the phrase search and th  
wildcar  search proved useful to the students to . The groups ointed out at drawing on the 
phrase search and wildca d searc , they wer  abl  to extract d t  on translation of certain terms 
and phrases. For instance, one group was able t  confirm the Persia  term "میقتسم تایل م"  as the 
translation of the English term direct axatio  by using t  phrase search to examine the context
in which the Persia  term was used. 
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style of the texts in which "شرتسگ عنم نامیپ یا هتسه یاه حلاس"  was used w re closer to the register 
and style of the source text in qu sti n.   
Y t, in some instances, students based their decisions s lely on the number of search 
hits found by Google a d mentioned that they could not see any mea ingful ifferences in the 
cont xts of the terms in ques ion. For xample, i  ch osing between th  two possible Persian 
translations for t e English term globalization, three groups preferred "ندش یناهج"  over the other 
pos ible quivalence, i.e. "یزاس یناهج"  which was less frequent n the Web. As the students 
mentioned, they could n t e any meaningful diff rences in the contexts in which the two terms 
were us d. In another instanc , one group used the number of hits fou d by Google to make a 
decisi n in ch osing b tween "دننک لابند ار ......تارکاذم"  and "دننک یرگیپ ار ......تارکاذم"  as translation 
for pursue ne otiations. As the group members indicated, the verb "ندرک یریگیپ"  was a more 
common collocate for the n "تارکاذم"  compared to  other verb, i.e. "ندرک لابند" . Here again 
the group members indicated that they could not notice any meaningful differences in the 
contexts in which "دننک لابند ار ......تارکاذم"   and "دننک یرگیپ ار ......تارکاذم"  were used. 
There was y t another interesting strategy followed by some groups which proved useful. 
Three groups opted to save the relevant texts found o  the Web on their computers and refer to 
them while doing their tran l tions. As noted by the students, the texts not only pr vided them 
ith s e additional i formation to b tter understand the source texts at hand, but also offered 
interesting t rminological information. The stude ts further stated that they were able to identify 
interesti g tr nslation can idates by going through the texts they had found on the Internet.      
"هتسه ریغ یاهروشک یا"   f r non-nuclear-weapon states, "یا هتسه یاهروشک"   for nuclear-weapon 
t t , "یا هتسه  تردق جنپ"   for the five acknowledged nuclear-weapon states ,  " یماظنریغ تلایه ت
زیمآ حلص"  for peaceful civil facilities and "یتظافحریبادت  for safeguards are the translation candidates 
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The search featur  of the Google search engine, namely, the phrase search and the 
wildcard searc  proved u ful to the students too. The groups pointed out that drawing o  the 
p rase earch nd wil car  search, they were able to extract data on translation of certain terms 
and phrases. For insta ce, one group was able to confirm the Persian term "میقتسم تایلام"  as the 
translation of th  English term direct taxation by using the phrase search to examine the context 
i  which the Persian t r  was used. 
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There was yet another interesting strategy followed by some groups which proved useful. 
Three groups opted to save the relevant texts found on the Web on their computers and refer to 
them while doing their translations. As noted by the students, the texts not only provided them 
with some additional information to better understand the source texts at hand, but also offered 
interesting terminological information. The students further stated that they were able to identify 
interesting translation candidates by going through the texts they had found on the Internet.      
"هتسه ریغ یاهروشک یا"   for non-nuclear-weapon states, "یا هتسه یاهروشک"   for uclear-weapon 
states, "یا هتسه  تردق جنپ"   for the five acknowledged nuclear-weapon states ,  " یماظنریغ تلایهست
زیمآ حلص"  for peaceful civil facilities and "یتظافحریبادت"  for safeguards are the translation candidates 
the students found following the mentioned method.  
The search features of the Google search engine, namely, the phrase search and the 
wildcard search proved useful to the students too. The groups pointed out that drawing on the 
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Three groups further stated that by using the wildcard search they could identify                                                  
"یا هتسه یاه حلاس شرتسگ عنم نامیپ"  for the English term Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons on the Internet. In another example, the students found "یا هتسه یاهروشک"  for non-
nuclear-weapon states by drawing on the wildcard search. One of the groups further used Google 
phrase search to make sure whether "هقباسم"  collocates with the term "یا هتسه تاحیلست"  for the 
English term Nuclear Arms Race.  
There was also an instance in which one group used Google wildcard search to see which 
adjectives collocate with the noun "هطلس" . In this example, the group members were primarily 
unable to make a decision as for choosing a proper adjective for "هطلس"  when translating apparent 
hegemony. Drawing on the data extracted using the Google wild card search, the group members 
decided to use دوهشم هطلس for apparent hegemony. As they explained, "دوهشم"  seemed to be a 
common collocate for the noun "هطلس" . Furthermore, drawing on the wildcard search, one group 
were able to find the adjective "ریگارف"  which collocates with the noun "هافر تلود"  in translating the 
English term a comprehensive Welfare State.  
When it came to the quality of translations produced using online data, more than 90% of 
the subjects responded positively to the statement indicating that translations produced using 
Google search engine plus paper or electronic dictionaries will be of a higher quality compared to 
translations produced using only paper or electronic dictionaries. Furthermore, more than half of 
the students indicated in their comments that using the data retrieved from the Internet via Google 
search engine can help in producing better translations. Some students further mentioned that 
translations produced using the online data would be more reliable and natural. As for the 
reliability of online data, 59% of the subject stated that they generally trust the reliability of the 
information retrieved through Google search engine and more than 75% of the subjects stated 
that they always refer to the original webpage to make sure of the reliability of the information 
retrieved by Google search engine.  
It is interesting that more than 60% of the subjects stated that when they cannot make sure 
of the reliability of the information retrieved by Google search engine, they do not use it in their 
translations. This can be interpreted as an indication of the success of the approach adopted by 
the students towards the online data in the sense that they would not use online data with dubious 
authenticity in their translations. It can further indicate that the teacher has been successful in 
alerting the students about the reliability and quality of online data. 
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unable to make a decision as for choosing a proper adjective for "هطلس"  when translating apparent 
hegemony. Drawing on the data extracted using the Google wild card search, the group members 
decided to use دوهشم هطلس for apparent hegemony. As they explained, "دوهشم"  seemed to be a 
common collocate for the noun "هطلس" . Furthermore, drawing on the wildcard search, one group 
were able to find the adjective "ریگارف"  which collocates with the noun "هافر تلود"  in translating the 
English term a comprehensive Welfare State.  
When it came to the quality of translations produced using online data, more than 90% of 
the subjects responded positively to the statement indicating that translations produced using 
Google search engine plus paper or electronic dictionaries will be of a higher quality compared to 
translations produced using only paper or electronic dictionaries. Furthermore, more than half of 
the students indicated in their comments that using the data retrieved from the Internet via Google 
search engine can help in producing better translations. Some students further mentioned that 
translations produced using the online data would be more reliable and natural. As for the 
reliability of online data, 59% of the subject stated that they generally trust the reliability of the 
information retrieved through Google search engine and more than 75% of the subjects stated 
that they always refer to the original webpage to make sure of the reliability of the information 
retrieved by Google search engine.  
It is interesting that more than 60% of the subjects stated that when they cannot make sure 
of the reliability of the information retrieved by Google search engine, they do not use it in their 
translations. This can be interpreted as an indication of the success of the approach adopted by 
the students towards the online data in the sense that they would not use online data with dubious 
authenticity in their translations. It can further indicate that the teacher has been successful in 
alerting the students about the reliability and quality of online data. 
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of the reliability of the information retrieved by Google search engine, they do not use it in their 
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Three groups further stated that by using the wildcard search they could identify                                                  
"یا هتسه یاه حلاس شرتسگ عنم نامیپ"  for the English term Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons on the Internet. In another example, the students found "یا هتسه یاهروشک"  for non-
nuclear-weapon states by drawing on the wildcard s rch. One of th  groups further used Google 
phrase search to make sure whether "هقباسم"  collocates it  t  t  "یا هتسه تاحیلست"  for the 
English term Nuclear Arms Race.  
There was also an instance in which one group used Google wildcard search to see which 
adjectives collocate with the noun "هطلس" . In this example, the group members were primarily 
unable to make a decision as for choosing a proper adjective for "هطلس"  when translating apparent 
hegemony. Drawing on the data extracted using the G ogle wild card search, the group members 
decided to use دوهشم هطلس for apparent hegemony. As they xplained, "دوهشم"  seemed to be a 
common collocate for the noun "هطلس" . Furthermore, drawing on the wildcard search, one group 
were able to find the adjective "ریگارف"  which collocates with the noun "هافر تلود"  in translating the 
English term a comprehensive Welfare State.  
When it came to the quality of translations produced using online data, more than 90% of 
the subjects responded positively to the statement indi ating that translations pr duc d using 
Google search engine plus paper or electronic dicti naries will be of a higher quality compared to 
translations produced using only paper or electronic dictionaries. Furthermore, more than half of 
the students indicated in their comments that using the ata retrieved from the Intern t via Google 
search engine can help in producing better translations. Some students further mention d that 
translations produced using the online data would be more reliable a d natural. As for the 
reliability of online data, 59% of the subject stated that they generally trust the reliability of the 
information retrieved through Google search engine nd more than 75% of the subjects stated 
that they always refer to the original webpage to make sure of the reliability of the information 
retrieved by Google search engine.  
It is interesting that more than 60% of the subjects stated that when they cannot make sure 
of the reliability of the information retrieved by Googl  search engin , they do not use it in their 
translations. This can be interpreted as an indication of the success of the approach adopted by 
the students towards the online data in the sense that they would not us  li  t  wit  dubious 
authenticity in their translations. It can further indicate that the teacher has been successful in 
alerting the students about the reliability and quality of online data. 
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of the reliability of the information retrieved by Google search engine, they do not use it in their 
transl tions. This can be interpreted as an indication of the success of the approach adopted by 
the students towards the online data in the sense that they would not use online data with dubious 
authenticity in their translations. It can further indicate that the teacher has been successful in 
alerting the students about the reliability and quality of online data. 
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Three groups further stated that by using the wildcard search they could identify                                                  
"یا هتسه یاه حلاس شرتسگ عنم نامیپ"  for the English term Trea y on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons on the Internet. I  another example, t e students found "یا هتسه یاهروشک"  for non-
nuclear-weapon states by drawing on the wildcard search. On  of the groups further u ed Google 
phrase search to make sure wheth r "هقباسم"  collocates with the term "یا هتسه تاحیلست"  for the 
English term Nuclear Arms Race.  
There was also an i stance in which one group us d Google wildcard search to see which 
adjectives collocate with the noun "هطلس" . In this exampl , the group members were primarily 
unable t    isi  s f r si   r r j ti f r "هطلس"  w en tr nslating apparent 
hegemony. Drawing on the data extract d using the Go gle wild card search, th  group members 
decided to use دوهشم هطلس for apparent hegemony. As they explained, "دوهشم"  se med to be a 
common collocate for the noun "هطلس" . Furthermore, d awing on the wildcard search, one group 
were able to find the adje tive "ریگارف"  which collocates with the no n "هافر تلود"  in translating the 
English term a comprehensiv Welfare State. 
When it came to the quality of translations produced using online data, more than 90% of 
the subjects responded positively to the statement indicating hat translations prod ced using 
Google search engine plus paper or electronic dictionaries will be of a high r qual ty compared to 
translations produced using n y paper or electronic dictionaries. Furthermore, more than half of 
the students indicated in their comments that using the data retrieved from the Internet via Google 
search engine can help in producing better tra slations. Some s udents further mentioned that 
translations produced using t e online data would be more reliable d natural. As for the 
reliability of online data, 59% of the subject stated tha  they generally trust the reliability of th  
information retrieved through Google search engine and more than 75% of the subjects st ted 
that they always refer to the original webpage o make sure of the reliability of the inform tion 
retrieved by Google search engine.  
It is interesting that more than 60% of the subjects stated that when they cannot make sure 
of the reliability of the information retri ved by Google search engine, they do not use it in their 
translations. This can be interpreted as an indication of the succ ss of the approach adopted by 
the students towards the online data in t e sense that hey would not use online data with dubious 
authenticity in their translations. It can further indicat that the teacher has been successful in
alerting the students about the reliability and quality of online d ta. 
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Three groups further stated that by using the wildcard search they could identify                                                  
"یا هتسه یاه حلاس شرتسگ عنم نامیپ"  for the English term Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons on the Internet. In another example, the students found "یا هتسه یاهروشک"  for non-
nuclear-weapon states by drawing on the wildcard search. One of the groups further used Google 
phrase search to make sur  w ther "هقباسم"  collocates with the term "یا هتسه تاحیلست"  for the 
English term Nuclear Arms Race.  
There was also an instance in which one group used Google wildcard search to see which 
adjectiv s collocate with the noun "هطلس" . In this example, the group members were primarily 
unable to make a decision as for choosing a proper adjective for "هطلس"  when translating apparent 
hegemony. Drawing on the data extracted using the Google wild card search, the group members 
decided to دوهشم هطلس for apparent hegemony. As they explained, "دوهشم"  seemed to be a 
common collocate for the noun "هطلس" . Furthermore, drawing on the wildcard search, one group 
were able to find the adjective "ریگارف"  which collocates with the noun "هافر تلود"  in translating the 
English term a comprehensive Welfare State.  
When it came to the quality of translations produced using online data, more than 90% of 
the subjects responded positively to the statement indicating that translations produced using 
Google search engine plus paper or electronic dictionaries will be of a higher quality compared to 
translations produced using only paper or electronic dictionaries. Furthermore, more than half of 
the students indicated in their comments that using the data retrieved from the Internet via Google 
search engine can help in producing better translations. Some students further mentioned that 
translations produced using the online data would be more reliable and natural. As for the 
reliability of online data, 59% of the subject stated that they generally trust the reliability of the 
information retrieved through Google search engine and more than 75% of the subjects stated 
that they always refer to the original webpage to make sure of the reliability of the information 
retrieved by Google search engine.  
It is interesting that more than 60% of the subjects stated that when they cannot make sure 
of the reliability of the information retrieved by Google search engine, they do not use it in their 
translations. This can be interpreted as an indication of the success of the approach adopted by 
the students towards the online data in the sense that they would not use online data with dubious 
authenticity in their translations. It can further indicate that the teacher has been successful in 
alerting the students about the reliability and quality of online data. 
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Three groups further stated that by using the wildcard search they could identify                                                
"یا هتسه یاه حلاس شرتسگ عنم نامیپ"  for the English term Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons on the Internet. In another example, the students found "یا هتسه یاهروشک"  for non-
nuclear-weapon states by drawing on the wildcard search. One of the group  further used Google 
phrase search to make sure whet er "هقباسم"  c llocates wit  th t rm "یا هتسه تاحیلست"  for the 
English term Nuclear Arms Race.  
There was also an instance in which one group used Google wildcard search to ee wh ch 
adjectives collocate with the noun "هطلس" . In this example, th  group memb rs were primarily 
un ble to make a decision as for choosing a proper adjective for "هطلس"  when tran lating apparent 
hegemony. Drawi g on the data extracted using the Google wild card search, the group membe s 
decided to use دوهشم هطلس for app rent hegemony. A  t  l i , "دوهشم" seemed to be a 
common collocate for the noun "هطلس" . Furthermore, dr wing on the wildcard search, ne group 
were able to find the adjective "ریگارف"  which collocat s with the noun "هافر تلود" in translating the
English t rm a comprehensiv  Welfare State.  
When it came to the quality of translatio s produced using online dat , more than 90%
the subjects responded positively to the statement indicating that translati s produced using 
Google search engine plus p per or electronic dicti ari s will be of a higher quality com ared to 
tra slations produced using only paper or electronic dictionaries. Furthermore, more tha  half of 
the students indicated in their comments that using the data retrieved from th  Inter et via Google 
search engine can h lp in producing better translations. Some students further me tioned that
tr nslations pr duc d using the online data would be more r l able and natural. As for the 
reliability of nline data, 59% of the subject stated that they g nerally trust t e reliability of the 
information retrieved through Google search engine and more th n 75% of t e subjects stated 
that they always ref r to the original webpage to make s re of the re iability of the information 
r trieved by Google s arch engi e.  
It is interesting that more than 60% of the subjects stated tha when they cannot ake sure 
of the reliability of the information retrieved by Google search engine, the  do not use it in their 
translations. This can be interpreted as an indication of the success of the approach ado t d by 
the students towards the online data in the sense that they would not use nline data with dubious 
authenticity in their translations. It can further indicate th t t e eacher has een uccessful in 
lerting the students about the reliability and quality of online dat . 
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Three groups further stated that by using the wildcard search they could identify                                                  
"یا هتسه یاه حلاس شرتسگ عنم نامیپ"  for the English t rm Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons on the Internet. In another example, the students found "یا هتسه یاهروشک"  for non-
nuclear-w apon states by rawing on the wildcard search. One of the groups further used Google 
phrase search to make sure whether "هقباسم"  coll cates with the term "یا هتسه تاحیلست"  for the 
English term Nuclear Arms Race. 
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unable to m ke a decision as for choosing a proper djective for "هطلس"  when translating apparent 
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Google search eng e plus paper or electronic dictionaries will be of a higher quality compared to 
translations produced using only paper or electronic dictionaries. Furthermore, more than half of 
the students indicated in their co m nts that using the data retrieved from the Internet via Google 
search engine c n help in producing bett r tr nslations. Some students further mentioned that 
transl tions produced using the online data would be more reliable and natural. As for the 
reliability of online data, 59% of the s bject stated that they generally trust the reliability of the 
information retrieved through Googl  s arch engine and more than 75% of the subjects stated 
that they always refer to the original webpage to make sure of the reliability of the information 
retri ved by Google search ngine.  
It is interesting that more than 60% of the subjects stated that when they cannot make sure 
of the reliabili y of the information retrieved by Googl  search engine, they do not use it in their 
translations. This can be i terpr te  as an ind cation of the success of the approach adopted by 
the students toward  the online dat  in the sense that they would not use online data with dubious 
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alerting the students about the reliability and quality of online data. 
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Google search engine plus paper or electronic dictionaries will be of a higher quality compared to
translation  produced using only paper or electronic ictionari s. Fur rmor , more than half of 
the students indicat d in their comment  that using the data retrieved from the Inter et via Google 
search e ine can h lp in producing better translations. Some students further mentioned that 
translations produc d using the onlin  data woul  be more reliable and natural. As for the 
reliability of nline data, 59% of the subject st ted that they generally trust t e reliability f the 
information retrieved through Google search engine and mor than 75% of the subj cts stated 
that they always refer to the original webpage to m ke sure of the reliability of the information 
retrieved by Google search eng e.  
It is interesting that more than 60% of the subjects stated th t hen th y cannot make sure 
of th  reliability of the information retrieved by Google search ngine, they do not use it in their 
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Three groups further stated that by using the wildcard search they could identify     
"یا تسه یاه حلاس شرتسگ عنم نامیپ"  for the English term Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
W apons on e Internet. In anoth r example, the stud nts f n  "یا تسه یاهروشک"  for on-
nuclear-weapon s ates by drawing on the wildcard search. One of th  groups fu ther used Google 
ph ase search o make sur  w ether "هقباسم" c lloca es wit  t  t rm "یا تسه تاحیلست"  for the 
English term Nuclear Arms Ra e.  
There w s also a  instan e in w ich ne group used Google wildcard search to see which 
djectives c llocate wit  the oun "هطلس" . In this example, the group embers were primarily 
unable to mak  a dec sion as for choosing a proper jectiv  for "هطلس"  en t anslating apparent 
h gemony. Drawing on the data extract d using the Googl  wild card search, th  group embers
dec ed to use دوهشم هطلس for apparent h gemony. As they expla ed, "دوهشم"  se med t  be a 
common c llocate for the noun "هطلس" Furtherm re, drawing on th  wildcard search, one group 
were able to find the adjective "ریگارف"  w i h c llocates wi  the nou  "هافر تلود" in translating the 
English term a compr hensive Welfare State.  
When it came o the quality of ranslati ns produc d using o l ne data, more than 90% of 
th  subjects r spon ed positive y to the statement indicating that ranslations produced using 
Go gl  search engine plus ape or electron  d ctionaries will b of  higher quality ompared to 
translations produced u ing only ap or lectronic d cti aries. Furthermor , more than hal of 
the students indicated i  their comm nts t at usi g the data etri v d from the Intern t via Google 
search engine can help in p oducing b tte  translat ons. Some s udents urther mentioned that 
translations produced using the o line data would b  m r  r liable and natural. As for the 
reliability f o line da a, 59% of th  subje  at d hat they g nerally trust h  reliability of the 
information etri ved through Googl  sea ch engine and more than 75% of the subjects stated 
th t they always refer o the original webpage to make sur  of th  reliability of the information 
etri ved by Googl  search .  
It is interesting that m re an 60% of the subjects stated that when they c nnot make sure 
of th  reliability of the informat on etri ved by Googl  search engine, they do not use it in their 
transl ions. T is can be int rpret d   indication of the success of the approa h adopted by 
t e students t wards th  o line data in th  sense that they would not us  o line data with dubious 
uth nticity in thei  translations. I  can furth r indica e that th  teacher has been succe sful in 
alerting th  students about th  reliability and quality f o line d ta.
in tr nslating th  English term a 
comprehensive welfare State. 
when it came to the quality of translations produced using online data, more than 
90% of the subjects responded positively to the stateme t indicating that tr nsla ions 
produced u ing Google sear h e gine plus paper o  ele tronic d ctionaries will be of 
a higher quality compared to translations produced using only paper or electronic 
diction ries. Furt ermore, more than half f the stu ents indicated in their comments 
that using the data retrieved from the I ternet vi  Go gle s arch engine can help n
pr ducing better trans ations. S me s uden s further menti ned t at t anslations 
produced using the online data would be more reliable and natural. as for th  r liability 
f onlin  data, 59% of  subject stated that th y ge er lly trust th reliability f the
information retrieved through Google search engi e a d more than 75% of th  subjects 
stated that th y lways refer t  the original webpage to make sure of the reliability of 
the information retrieved by Google sea ch engine. 
It is interesti g that more than 60% of the subj cts stated that when they cannot 
make sure of the reliability of the informati n re rieved y Google search en ine, th y
do not use it in their translations. This can be interpr ted as an indication of the success 
of the approach adopted by the students towards the online data in the sense that 
they would not us  online dat  with dubious authenticity n their translations. It can 
further indicate that th  teacher has bee  successful  al r e stud nts about the
relia ility and qu lity of online d t .
Findings on Webascorpu
when the students were first lectured o  web concord ncers, some of hem started 
to question he rationale behind using web concord ncers instead of ordinary search 
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engines such as Google. Even after the differences between web concordancers and 
ordinary search engines were explained in detail, some students were still reluctant 
to switch to web concordancers. This situation may probably be due to the students’ 
positive experience with Google search engine and the fact that they were all familiar 
with Google search engine in general. 
In their webascorpus experiences, almost all the groups drew solely on webascorpus 
simple query and as expected, they all used this feature to see the terms/phrases in 
question in their contexts. Three groups decided to increase the number of context 
words shown in webascorpus result page to maximum (1000 words) to have a better 
overview of the contexts in which the terms/phrases in question were used. The 
students further used the contextual data to make a decision in choosing between 
possible equivalences.  
For instance, using contextual data, three groups decided to go for 
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When the students were first lectured on web concordancers, some of them started to question the 
rationale behind using web concordancers instead of ordinary search engines such as Google. 
Even after the differences between web concordancers and ordinary search engines were 
explained in detail, some students were still reluctant to switch to web concordancers. This 
situation may probably be due to the students’ positive experience with Google search engine and 
the fact that they were all familiar with Google search engine in general.  
In their w bascorpus experiences, almost all the groups drew solely on webascorpus 
simple query and as expected, they all used this feature to see the terms/phrases in question in 
their contexts. Three groups decided to increase the number of context words shown in 
webascorpu result page to maximum (1000 words) to have a better ove view of th contexts in 
which the terms/phrases in question were used. The students further used the contextual data to 
make a decision in choosing between possible equivalences.   
For instance, using contex ual data, three groups decided to go f r "وردنت"  instead of 
"لاکیدار"   for the English term radical. As they explained, "وردنت"  was mostly used in formal 
writings on politics, which was closer to the register of the respective English source text. 
Moreover, as the students explained, "وردنت"  was mostly used in authentic political websites as 
opposed to "لاکیدار"  which was used in personal web pages with dubious authenticity. In another 
similar example, two groups used "قلخ یاه ههبج"  instead of  "یمدرم یاه ههبج"  for popular front. 
Yet, some groups based their decisions in choosing one equivalence over another on the 
number of hits found by webascorpus search engine. For instance, four groups in choosing 
between "اوژروب نابلط حلاصا"  and "طسوتم ی هقبط نابلط حلاصا"  for the English term bourgeois 
reformists decided to use the second one for which the webascorpus search engine found more 
hits. In another similar instance, three groups went for "ییارگ هبخن"  instead of "یرلااس هبخن"  for the 
English term elitism. As they explained, Bing (the webascorpus search engine) found more hits 
for "ییارگ هبخن" . 
There were also some instances in which the groups used the number of search hits found 
by webascorpus search engine to make a decision in choosing between two spelling variants. For 
instance, one group used the number of search hits found by webascorpus search engine for 
making decision between "ارگپچ"  or "ارگ پچ"  for leftist. In this example, Bing (webascorpus 
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oreover, as the stu ents explained, "وردنت"  as stly used in a thentic political ebsites as 
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number of hits found by eb scorpus search engine. For instance, four groups in choosing 
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s ar h e gi e)  or  its "ارگ پچ" . Yet, in another similar example, one group drew on 
th  number o  Bi g search hits t  choose betwe  "گاکسوم اناتا"  and "اکسوم وناتئاگ"  as transliteration 
of the Italian name Gaetano Mosca. In this example, webascorpus search engine found more hits 
for "اکسوم وناتئاگ" . It is necessary to mention that although the groups were encouraged to use the 
advanced query feature of the webascorpus, none of them drew on it in practice.  
In comparing webascorpus to ordinary search engines, namely, Google search engine, the 
main positive point mentioned by the students had to do with reading from the webascorpus 
result page. Most students indicated that reading from webascorpus result page was easier for 
them compared to reading from Google result page. Some students further mentioned that they 
liked the fact that the search words were highlighted in the webascorpus result page. Moreover, 
some groups mentioned that by increasing the number of context words shown in webascorpus 
result page to maximum (1000 words), they no longer needed to go to the original webpage to 
check the wider context and this saved them some time.  
It is interesting to note that more than 80% of the students responded positively to the 
statement indicating that translators can extract translationally-relevant information from the Web 
using webascorpus. This is while when the students were asked to compare webascorpus to 
ordinary search engines, fourteen students disagreed with the statement indicating that using 
webascorpus to extract translationally-relevant information from the Web is easier compared to 
using ordinary search engines and more than 60% indicated that they do not prefer using 
webascorpus over using ordinary search engines. When it came to their webascorpus experience, 
more than 65% of the students indicated that they did not like using webascorpus to extract 
translationally-relevant data and more than half of them indicated that they would not like to use 
webascorpus to extract translationally-relevant data in future. These findings may suggest that the 
students in general were more receptive toward Google search engine as opposed to 
webascorpus.  
It is however necessary to mention that some of the students’ negative reaction to 
webascorpus might have been the result of the problems they faced in working with 
webascorpus. More than half of the students indicated that working with webascorpus was too 
time-consuming due to the slow Internet speed and the slow speed of webascorpus server. 
There is yet another interesting point observed by the teacher regarding the students’ use 
of webascorpus; the students seemed to stay more focused while working with webascorpus 
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from the webascorpus result page. Most students indicated that reading from 
webascorpus result page was easier for them compared to reading from Google result 
page. Some students further mentioned that they liked the fact that the search words 
were highlighted in the webascorpus result page. Moreover, some groups mentioned 
that by increasing the number of context words shown in webascorpus result page to 
maximum (1000 words), they no longer needed to go to the original webpage to check 
the wider context and this saved them some time. 
It is interesting to note that more than 80% of the students responded positively 
to the statement indicating that translators can extract translationally-relevant 
information from the web using webascorpus. This is while when the students were 
asked to compare webascorpus to ordinary search engines, fourteen students disagreed 
with the statement indicating that using webascorpus to extract translationally-relevant 
information from the web is easier compared to using ordinary search engines and 
more than 60% indicated that they do not prefer using webascorpus over using 
ordinary search engines. when it came to their webascorpus experience, more than 
65% of the students indicated that they did not like using webascorpus to extract 
translationally-relevant data and more than half of them indicated that they would not 
like to use webascorpus to extract translationally-relevant data in future. These findings 
may suggest that the students in general were more receptive toward Google search 
engine as opposed to webascorpus. 
It is however necessary to mention that some of the students’ negative reaction to 
webascorpus might have been the result of the problems they faced in working with 
webascorpus. More than half of the students indicated that working with webascorpus 
was too time-consuming due to the slow Internet speed and the slow speed of 
webascorpus server.
There is yet another interesting point observed by the teacher regarding the 
students’ use of webascorpus; the students seemed to stay more focused while working 
with webascorpus compared to the time they were using Google search engine. This 
might be due the fact that webascorpus has been primarily designed for extracting 
linguistic information which implies that its interface and its design are all targeted on 
extracting linguistic information. So, extracting linguistic information from the web 
through webascorpus might be more straightforward compared to using Google search 
engine to extract linguistic data from the web. The students themselves indicated 
that reading from webascorpus result page was easier for them compared to reading 
from Google result page due to the fact that the search words were highlighted in the 
webascorpus result page.
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Web-based versus Dictionary-based Translations
The following tables present the scores for web-based and Dictionary-based translations 
respectively. The grading is based on a 0-20 scale.
Table 1. Scores for the web-based translations
rater 1 rater 2 The mean scores
Group 1  (text a) 16.5 17 16.75
Group 2 (text a) 14 16 15
Group 3 (text a) 15 15.5 15.25
Group 4 (text B) 18 17.5 17.75
Group 5 (text B) 15.5 15 15.25
Group 6 (text B) 17 18.5 17.75
Table 2. Scores for the Dictionary-based translations
rater 1 rater 2 The mean scores
Group 1  (text a) 15.5 16.5 16
Group 2 (text a) 13.5 14.5 14
Group 3 (text a) 16 15 15.5
Group 4 (text B) 17 17.5 17.25
Group 5 (text B) 16 14.5 15.25
Group 6 (text B) 16 15 15.5
to investigate whether there would be any meaningful differences between the 
scores of our two sets of translations (one produced using dictionaries plus the web 
and the other one produced using only dictionaries), the mean scores of translations in 
two groups were compared and a matched t-test was computed for analysis. The results 
are as follows:
Table 3. Statistics for the Dictionary-based versus Internet-based translations
Group (web-based translation) (Dictionary-based translation)
Mean 16.2917 15.5833
SD 1.2886 1.0567
SEM 0.5261 0.4314
N 6 6
two-tailed P value: 0.1076
t = 1.9578
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as the results indicate, the mean of the mean scores of web-based translations 
(16.29) was slightly higher than the mean of mean scores of the Dictionary-based 
translations (15.58). However, considering the P value (0.1076) and the significance 
level (0.05), the difference between the scores of web-based translations and Dictionary-
based translation is not statistically significant. 
This may possibly be due to the fact that the subjects in this study had a very 
limited experience when it came to using the web to extract translational data. as stated 
by teplitz (1991), every time a new way of working is introduced, there would be a 
learning curve and experience curve effects.  The experience curve effect has to do with 
the relationship between experience and efficiency and states that output improves as 
tasks are repeated (ibid).  It is thus reasonable to expect improvements in the students’ 
use of the web as a resource for translation as they gain more experience in utilizing it.
6. concluding remarks
accessing ready-made corpora may not be always easy. This is especially true for less 
dominant languages such as Persian for which the number of available corpora is very 
limited. Moreover, most existing corpora are domain specific which implies that they 
supply a limited range of genres and text types. They, thus, may not always contain the 
information the translator is looking for. This is while the web is accessible to all users 
around the world; it contains an abundance of texts in almost all languages of the world 
and it has texts in a wide range of genres and text types. with these idiosyncrasies, the 
web can definitely be a valuable resource for translators.
The subjects in this used Google search engine and webascorpus to extract 
translationally-relevant data from the web. The most common use of the Google 
search engine for the students was combining the data on the number of search hits 
with contextual data to make a decision on choosing one equivalence over another. 
Yet, in some instances, the students based their decisions solely on the number of 
search hits found by Google and mentioned that they could not see any meaningful 
differences in the contexts of the terms/phrases in question. 
The search features of the Google search engine, namely, the phrase search and 
the wildcard search proved useful to the students too. The students were able to 
extract data on translation of certain terms and phrases by drawing on these features. 
There were also some instances in which the groups used Google wildcard search to 
extract collocational information. The students’ use of webascorpus followed the same 
pattern too; the students drew on the number of search hits by webascorpus search 
engine and/or used webascorpus simple query to see the terms/phrases in question in 
their contexts. There were also some instances in which the groups used the number 
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of search hits found by webascorpus search engine to make a decision between two 
spelling variants.
The students’ overall reaction to using Google search engine to extract data from 
the web was positive, while their experience with webascorpus did not seem so favorable 
to them. when asked to compare Google search engine to webascorpus, most students 
indicated that using Google search engine to extract translationally-relevant data from 
the web was easier for them compared to using webascorpus and further asserted 
that they would rather use ordinary search engines in future. There was however one 
interesting point observed by the teacher regarding the students’ use of webascorpus 
versus their use of Google Search Engine; the students seemed to stay more focused 
while working with webascorpus compared to the time they were using Google search 
engine. This might be due to the fact that webascorpus has been primarily designed 
for extracting linguistic information which implies that its interface and its design 
are all targeted on extracting linguistic information. Extracting linguistics information 
from the web through webascorpus, thus, might be more straightforward compared 
to using Google search engine to extract linguistic data from the web. It is interesting 
that the students themselves indicated that reading from webascorpus result page was 
easier for them compared to reading from Google result page due to the fact that the 
search words were highlighted in the webascorpus result page.
as the last word, we conclude this paper by stating that in contexts where ready-
made corpora are not available, using the web as a corpus can be a viable option for 
translators, provided that they know how to extract translationally-relevant information 
from the web and assess the authenticity of it. 
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